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Abstract 

 

Climate models allow simulating and evaluating the responses of Earth's climate to imbalance 

factors (known as forcing factors): human, volcanic and solar activities. The purpose of this paper is to 

assess the respective contributions of these factors only from observations, modern or paleoclimatic, 

without resorting to any a priori quantification of energy flows generated by forcing factors, nor of the 

coefficients of sensitivity of global temperatures to these energy fluxes.  

For this purpose, an energy balance model is calibrated from classical identification techniques (in 

the sense of systems theory). It is a black box approach, i.e. based exclusively on observations. Despite 

the diversity and relative inaccuracy of the models obtained, the simulated contributions of the forcing 

factors are found to be incompatible with the generally accepted levels. The sensitivity to solar activity 

appears to be underestimated in a ratio up to 6 or 15; volcanic activity is overestimated at least in a 

ratio of two. More importantly, the contribution of human activity to recent warming could be 

negligible compared to that of the internal climate variability. These results are based on objective 

probabilities, directly derived from observations, which in science prevail over any theoretical 

speculation. Although they must obviously be received with caution, they cannot be ignored, and we 

conclude by giving some explanations to the deviations from the prevailing consensus.  
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Paper’s content 

This paper continues the effort initiated by de Larminat (2014, 2016) on identification of Earth’s 

climate system. It is organized as follows. After the present introduction, which deals with objective 

and subjective probabilities, section 2 develop a simplified energy balance model (EBM) which is 

identifiable from millennial global climate data. Radiative forcing data for human, volcanic and solar 

activities are detailed in Section 3. The output observations – global surface temperature and ocean heat 

content – are presented in section 4, and in section 5, the millennial simulations from an a priori 

defined model are compared with the results of PMIP3
1
. Section 6 discusses black box identification of 

the climate system using the usual output error method (OE). Section 7 is devoted to identification 

based on historical measurements (1850-now). Overall, the results overlap with those of CMIP5 

(Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5), which, like those of PMIP3, are based on a priori 

knowledge models: AOGCM (Atmosphere-Ocean General Circulation Model). The two approaches 

thus validate each other. This agreement is overturned in section 8, dedicated to identification over the 

millennial period (850-now). The identified models are the only ones that reproduce millenary climatic 

events: the Warm Medieval Period and the Little Ice Age. The result is a reduced anthropogenic 

contribution to modern warming and lower values of the metrics that quantify the climate impact of 

atmospheric CO2: ESC (Equilibrium Climate Sensitivity) and TCR (Transient Climate Response). 

Finally, section 9 attempts to draw some robust conclusions, in spite of the dispersion of results from 

different climatic data sets.   

1.2. Modeling approaches 

An analytical approach consists in building models exclusively on pre-established laws, a priori 

quantified. It makes it possible to determine the consequences of potential causes on system outputs 

and to deduce some global systemic parameters through "experimentation" from these models. An 

emblematic example of which is the climatic sensitivity of the global surface temperature equilibrium 

to a possible doubling of the atmospheric CO2 concentration. The weakness of these approaches 

obviously is that of weakest link in the quantification of all the causal chains. 

Another way is the black box identification approach. It relies exclusively on input-output 

observations to empirically quantify overall relationships between explanatory variables and presumed 

effects.  

All hybridizations are possible, in particular in readjusting the parameters of a complex given model 

according to the simulation results, for consistency with observations (J.L. Dufresne et al. 2013)
 2

, or 

even with the preconceived results (F. Hourdin et al. 2017)
3
.    

 

 
1
 Paleoclimate Modelling Intercomparison Project Phase III, under the aegis of IPCC  (Intergovernmental 

Panel on Climate Change) 
2
 Section 2.5: “With the same parameters as in the IPSL-CM5A-LR version, the medium-resolution IPSL-

CM5A-MR version was producing a mean temperature warmer by only a few tenths of a degree. It was thus 

decided to reduce the mean temperature bias in this configuration with a uniform 0.01 increase of the solar 

absorption coefficient in the ocean”. 
3
  “A survey was conducted in August–September 2014, polling 23 different modeling centers that develop 

coupled atmosphere and ocean models to find out how they tune models. […] 22 of 23 groups reported adjusting 

model parameters to achieve desired properties such as radiation balance at the top of the atmosphere”. 

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00382-012-1636-1
https://journals.ametsoc.org/doi/abs/10.1175/BAMS-D-15-00135.1
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In any cases, when dealing with the Earth climate system, results may be subject to large 

uncertainties, which need to be quantified, preferably in probabilistic terms.  

1.3. Objective and Subjective Probabilities  

For IPCC
4
, “Objective and subjective probabilities are not always explicitly distinguished”. This 

statement is the very title of section 2.6.2 of the Third Assessment Report of IPCC (Group II: Impacts, 

Adaptation and Vulnerability). Coming from a scientist, a quantified probability is usually interpreted 

as an objective probability, as for the main conclusion of the fifth assessment report (AR5, 2013): "It is 

extremely likely [95%] that most of the warming observed during the second half of the 20th century is 

of human origin". Likewise, in the Summary for PolicyMakers (SPM) of this fifth report, the IPCC 

updates the Equilibrium Climate Sensitivity (ECS) in these terms: “It is defined as the change in global 

mean surface temperature at equilibrium that is caused by a doubling of the atmospheric CO2 

concentration. Equilibrium climate sensitivity is likely [66.6 %] in the range 1.5 °C to 4.5 °C (high 

confidence), extremely unlikely [5 %] less than 1 °C (high confidence) and very unlikely [10 %] 

greater than 6 °C (medium confidence). The lower temperature limit of the assessed likely range is 

thus less than the 2 °C in the AR4, but the upper limit is the same”. See footnote
5
 for the above 

conventions. 

Objective probabilities are inherently not negotiable. In fact, regarding the adoption of the SPM by 

government delegations in Stockholm, (23-26 Sept. 2013), IISD-Earth Negotiation Bulletin (2013)
6
 

reports: “On equilibrium climate sensitivity, several delegations, including Australia, the Netherlands 

and others, noted that the message that the lower limit of the assessed “likely” range of climate 

sensitivity is less than the 2°C in the AR4 can be confusing to policy makers and suggested noting it is 

the same as in previous assessments (i.e. 1.5 °C). The Coordinating Lead Authors explained that 

comparison to each of the previous IPCC assessments would be difficult, and new language was 

developed adding that the upper limit of the assessed range is the same as in AR4” – So what is done 

(see above). 

IPCC itself claims that its own assertions are subjective, being always accompanied by assessments 

that are themselves subjective (probabilities, degree of agreement, level of confidence
5
). In AR3, group 

II, 2.6, IPCC insists:  “The popular philosophical view of “objective science” as a series of 

“falsifications” breaks down when it confronts systems that cannot be fully tested”. […] “Bayesian” or 

“subjective” characterization of probability will be more appropriate”. See also Schneider, S. H., & 

Moss, R., 1999).  

 

 
4
 ‘IPCC’ will refer here to the collective author of the Assessment Reports (AR), in particular those of the 

fifth report of Group 1 (Scientifical Basis). It includes the editors of the various chapters, the Technical 

Summary (TS) and the Summary for PolicyMakers (SPM), i.e. a total of more than 400 people for the AR5 

(2013). 
5
 In the Summary for Policymakers, the following terms have been used to indicate the assessed likelihood of 

an outcome or a result: virtually certain 99–100% probability, very likely 90–100%, likely 66–100%, about as 

likely as not 33–66%, unlikely 0–33%, very unlikely 0–10%, exceptionally unlikely 0–1%. Additional terms 

(extremely likely: 95–100%, more likely than not >50–100%, and extremely unlikely 0–5%) may also be used 

when appropriate. Assessed likelihood is typeset in italics, e.g., very likely.  

In this Summary for Policymakers, the following summary terms are used to describe the available evidence: 

limited, medium, or robust; and for the degree of agreement: low, medium, or high. A level of confidence is 

expressed using five qualifiers: very low, low, medium, high, and very high, and typeset in italics, e.g., medium 

confidence. For a given evidence and agreement statement, different confidence levels can be assigned, but 

increasing levels of evidence and degrees of agreement are correlated. 
6
 http://enb.iisd.org/vol12/enb12581e.html. 

http://enb.iisd.org/vol12/enb12581e.html
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For example, the authors refer to a "runaway greenhouse effect": the AGW (Anthropic Global 

Warming) could be a completely new event in the history of our planet, and climate behavior would be 

completely disrupted. Then logic would require that accepted notions such as climate reaction or 

equilibrium sensitivity be irrelevant, and that it would be futile to try to learn anything from 

paleoclimate science. Rather than going that far, it can be assumed that, even if human action is 

unprecedented, prior climate laws subsist, and that millenary paleoclimatic data are of sufficient 

duration for the ergodicity hypothesis to apply. The result is a frequentist vision that does not have to 

be depreciated as a popular philosophical view. The applicability of the time invariance and ergodicity 

assumptions to internal climate variability remains questionable, as do the observation times for 

asymptotic approximations, but the black box identification approach applied to the climate system is 

by nature objective: the calibration of models and uncertainties comes from observations and 

observations alone. Data and methods can be challenged, but not the scientific principle whereby 

observations take precedence over subjectivity.  

2. Development of an energy balance model 

2.1. Basic principles 

The ingredients in the following model are trivial, they are only arranged in order to lead to a 

simplified Energy Balance Model (EBM), adjustable through a minimum number of parameters, so that 

it can be identified from input-output data. It is a two-compartment model: atmosphere and oceans. 

Their respective states are the mean surface temperature TS and the ocean heat content QO.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. A basic Energy Balance pattern 

 

A universally accepted expression (Budyko, 1969; Sellers 1969, Hansen 2005, Geoffroy et al. 2013) 

for the energy balance R at the top of the atmosphere (TOA) is as follows: 

 

   ( )S PIR F T T             (1) 

 

The radiative balance R (in Wm
–2

) is zero at the climatic equilibrium. F is the total radiative forcing 

induced by external factors of climate imbalance (human, volcanic and solar actions). Its components 

are evaluated against a pre-industrial reference (typically the 850-1850 baseline). TPI is the resulting 

pre-industrial equilibrium temperature and λ is a climatic feedback coefficient (Wm
–2

 °C
–1

). In a 

Simplified Climate Model (SCM) context, λ is assumed to be an independent parameter, although 

according to Hansen (2005), it could depend on the type of forcing F.   

The heat flow S through the surface depends on the two climatic states TS and QO. It is clear that S is 

increasing with TS. For QO, it's the opposite. Hence a linearized formulation: 

Internal variability   W 

Radiative forcing    F 

                         Oceans 
                Heat content:  QO 

 

   Atmosphere 
Surface temperature:  TS  

R 

S 
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 ( ) ( )S PI O PIS T T Q Q W              (2) 

 

Through equation (2), the coefficients 2( / )Wm C    and 1( )year   determine the heat transfer 

flow S. This expression neglects the transients induced by the inertia of the superficial oceanic layers. 

In addition, a disturbance term W appears, which locates in equation (2) the involvement of internal 

climate variability resulting from the chaos of atmospheric and oceanic circulations, their interactions, 

and the temperature redistributions within the oceans.  

Lastly, the usual assumption that the thermal inertias of the atmosphere and continental surfaces are 

negligible is made explicit. They do not store heat, and the R and S energy flows are therefore 

permanently equalized. Hence the evolution of ocean heat: 

 

 /OdQ dt S R            (3) 

2.2. State equations and transfer function 

Equations (1), (2) and (3) define an implicit dynamic model. The independent signals (causes) are F 

and W. An explicit model follows from the formal solution of the system (1, 2, 3), where /OdQ dt  and 

TS are the unknowns. The solution is written as: 

 

( ) / ( )O PI O PI

F
d Q Q dt Q Q W


 

  

  
       

   
     (4) 

1
( ) ( )S PI O PI

F
T T Q Q W 

  

  
      

   
      (5) 

 

Equations (4) and (5) now define an explicit dynamic system described by state space equations, of 

the form /dx dt Ax Bu  , y Cx Du  , state variable O PIx Q Q  , input variables  ;u F W , 

output variable TS. Conversion into a transfer function, where the Laplace variable s symbolizes the 

operator d/dt (Schwarz, R. J., & Friedland, B., 1965, de Larminat, P., 2009), gives:   

 

 clim clim

clim clim

1
( )

1 1
S PI

sT sTF W
T T

sT sT

 

 

   
     

    
      (6) 

where : clim andT



 

 







        (7) 

 

The equilibrium sensitivity of the climate system to a unit variation in radiative forcing (RFS: 

Raditive Forcing Sensitivity) is 1/   and noted as SRF: 

  

  1/RFS   (in °C/Wm
–2

).         (8) 

 

This sensitivity is obviously different from ECS (Equilibrium Climatic Sensitivity), whose name and 

acronym in use don’t specify that they refer to the sensitivity to a doubling of CO2. 
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2.3. Comments 

– Despite its simplicity and fertility, equation (2) is not commonly used by climate scientists. Its 

interest is to directly lead to a simplified model that can be interpreted as the ultimate reduction of a 

multilayer model, where all the thermal inertias would tend towards 0, with the exception of that of the 

oceans. However, it differs fundamentally from ordinary first-order models in that the atmosphere and 

oceans are not amalgamated into a single element: TS and QO remain distinct. 

– The model transients are characterized by the transfer function clim clim( ) (1 ) / (1 )G s sT sT   . It 

is of unit static gain, and the numerator clim(1 )sT  involves an instantaneous transmission of 

radiative forcings to the TS output, thus approximating the short-term response found in all the models 

of higher complexity (see Figure 2).  

– In the state form as well in transfer function, the model is parameterized by three coefficients 

λ, ,   (or through the equivalent triplet λ, Tclim, ), plus the pre-industrial values TPI and QPI.  

– Equations (5) and (6) imply that the rapid variations of W instantly affect the temperature, and also 

R through equation (1). Nevertheless, the static gain of the second term of (6) is zero: if W drifts during 

millennia, this drift will not appear on TS. 

 

 
Figure 2. First order approximation of 20 AOGCM step responses (Caldeira, 2013) 

 

3. Radiative forcings 

3.1. Quantification of radiative forcings 

The transfer function ( )G s  defines the dynamic part of the model. Repartition and quantification of 

radiative forcings are the static part. The total radiative forcing F, renamed Ftot, is broken down into: 

 

 tot anth volc solF F F F F             (9) 

 

The Fxxx are respectively the anthropogenic, volcanic and solar contributions to total forcing. These 

forcings are evaluated from historical and/or paleoclimatic measurements. With the exception of TSI 

(Total Solar Irradiance), the measurements are not directly expressed in Wm
–2

. Determining radiative 

forcings may be based on the fundamental laws of physics (thermodynamics, fluid mechanic, etc.). 

More often, physical laws are empirical (optical depth of aerosols, vapor oversaturation in clouds, etc.). 
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First order: G(s) =  (1 + 40 s) / (1 + 100 s)
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These modes may be combined. For example, Myrhe (1998) stated that a variation of atmospheric CO2 

concentration of C1 to C2 produces, to within a few percent, a radiative forcing of 3.7 log2(C2/C1) Wm
–2

. 

Sometimes, they sin by omission, as for the indirect mechanisms of action of solar activity. In addition, 

the measures themselves vary according to the sources.  

Within the framework of the CMIP5 and PMIP3 projects, the IPCC provides participants with 

millennial series of radiative forcing. These radiative forcings  fxxx,  are referred to as A Priori Forcings 

(APF), to differentiate them from the real forcings Fxxx (eq. 9). 

In a context of determining the respective contributions of forcing factors to climate variations, the 

static part of the model (distribution of radiative forcings) plays a major role with respect to the 

dynamic part, the diversity of AOGCM or EBM having only a minor impact on the overall result. 

Taking the validity of these APFs for granted would amount to ratify in advance the resulting 

distribution of climate variations.  

Thus, the real radiative forcings will be assumed to be equal to xxx xxx xxxF a f  , where the scaling 

factors axxx should be close to 1, but are to be determined as the other coefficients of the model. 

3.2. A priori forcings (APF) 

The a priori forcings used here are shown in Figure 3 and are almost identical to those in Figure 

8.18 of AR5 (2013). The zero reference of forcings is 1850. 

  
Figure 3. Given a priori forcings 

 

Total anthropogenic forcing results from greenhouse gases, industrial aerosols, land use changes, 

etc. Forcings depends on the data sources. For example, the total anthropogenic forcing of Miller 

(2014) put online by NASA for CMIP5 is 30% higher than that in Figure 8.18 of the AR5. Hence the 

need to estimate the multiplicative coefficient aanth.  

Through compensations between GHGs, aerosols and land use changes, the anthropogenic total 

differs little from the CO2 a priori forcing (fig 3-a). It also differs from it in the natural variations of 

CO2 prior to the industrial era, and which must be taken into account when estimating CO2-based 
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https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar5/wg1/anthropogenic-and-natural-radiative-forcing/
https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar5/wg1/anthropogenic-and-natural-radiative-forcing/
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metrics (ESC and TCR). Finally, we adopt as a priori anthropogenic forcing factor the expression of 

Myrhe: 2

23.7log ( ) / ()anth PIf C WmC  .   

Volcanic forcing connects the PMIP3 data (Crowley, 2013), since 850 and CMIP5 data (Sato, 1993), 

from 1850. They were initially expressed in AOD (Aerosol Optical Depth at 550 nm), and Miller 

multiplies them by a factor of 26 for conversion to Wm
–2

. Other authors prefer lower factors (20 for 

example).  

Solar forcing: Miller's (2014) data can be superimposed on Schmidt's (2010) and SOLARISHEPPA's 

data
7
. Figure 4 shows two possible solar forcing fsol: weak and strong variability. The bold lines show 

the smoothed series. Miller retained the high variability forcing, which remains low in absolute terms 

(see fig. 3).  Both these APFs lead all the CMIP5 participants to insignificant solar contributions to the 

simulated global temperatures. 

 

 
Figure 4. Solar net forcings 

 

The Low-Frequency variations (LF, bold lines) are obtained by smoothing and are practically 

proportional to each other (ratio 2.2), while the High-Frequency complements (HF), consisting mainly 

of Schwabe cycles (about 11 years), are identical from one series to another. Figure  5.1-b of AR5 

shows other reconstructions (Lean 2000, Shapiro, 2011), where the ratio of LF/HF components may 

reach about ten.  

In all the signals relating to solar activity (sunspots, spectral irradiance, heliocentric magnetic field, 

geomagnetic field, solar wind, radio background noise, etc.), the LF and HF components are 

respectively similar, but in different proportions. All these manifestations can potentially impact the 

climate through indirect mechanisms distinct from the direct energy flow. As a result, total solar 

forcing cannot be derived by proportionality from a single indicator. 

Our solution consists in introducing two distinct solar forcing indicators fLsol and fHsol, defined as the 

LF and HF components of one signal, a priori representative of the global solar activity (we adopt here 

the strong TSI variability of Figure 4).   

Note1. The composite reconstructions in Figure 4 are based on satellite observations (since 1978), 

combined with sunspot observations and cosmogenic proxies. The differences in Figure 4 result from 

the variety of solar models used by solar scientists.   

Note2. There are no observations or proxies with sufficient resolution to build up a millennium HF 

forcing. The HF components in Figure 4, prior to 1610, are "synthetic" reconstructions. The HF 

amplitudes are plausible, being based on that of the LF components. On the other hand, the phase has 
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no reality, being associated with fictitious solar cycles of periods strictly equal to 11 years. The 

indicator fHsol can therefore be significant only from 1610 onwards. 

Finally, the total radiative forcing is written: 

 

   tot anth anth volc volc Lsol Lsol HsoH l lsoF f a f fa f a a         (10) 

 

This expression completes the model. The coefficients ,  , andanth volc Lsol Hsola a a a  are to be 

determined, as well as the dynamic parameters Tclim, , and the sensitivity to radiative forcing 

SRF = 1/ λ. 

As shown in equations (4, 5, 6), the input-output data fxxx and Ts  allow to estimate only the axxx/λ 

ratios. To individualize axxx and λ  an additional measure is required: It will be the ocean heat 

content QO. 

4. Global climate observations 

4.1. Global mean surface temperature 

There are many historical measurements and paleoclimatic reconstructions of global average surface 

temperature. A very complete source is Pangaea (V. Masson-Delmotte et al., 2013). It comprises a total 

of 23 distinct series, grouped by hemispheres (see AR5, fig. 5.7). We have retained the 14 millenary 

paleoclimatic series available without distinction
8
. Figure 5 shows the average of these 14 

reconstructions, connected to the Hadcrut4 series for the historical period. The baseline is the pre-

industrial average (851-1850). 

 

 
Figure 5. Temperature reconstructions: all proxies and without tree-rings  

 

Most paleoclimatic reconstructions involve as proxies the annual growth rings of trees, famous since 

the reconstruction of M. Mann et al (1999), the Hockey Stick Graph. Very popular in the early 2000s, 

this curve is now excluded from the references cited by AR5. In addition, long-lived species 

(britlescone pines) are often found at the edge of their natural habitat, for example in Siberia (Yamal 
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https://doi.pangaea.de/10.1594/PANGAEA.828636?format=html
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peninsula) or at high altitudes (California). They are therefore not necessarily representative of the 

global terrestrial climate. In addition, tree-rings are sensitive to conditions other than temperature 

(especially hydric). In a context of recurrent problems of modern divergence with thermometric 

measurements (D'Arrigo, 2008, Loehle, C. 2009), the selection of samples from Yamal (Siberia) has 

been controversial
9
. Tree-rings are assumed to benefit from a good annual resolution. Yet they detect 

virtually no reaction to the largest volcanic eruption of our era (Samalas, 1257). Given their low 

sensitivity to long-term climatic variations, they must be exploited in conjunction with other proxies 

(
18

O isotopes in sediments, etc.) Under these conditions, tree-rings do not appear to be a proxy of 

decisive interest. 

Only two of the above temperature reconstructions do not use tree-rings, those of Ljungqvist (2009) 

and Loehle (2007). Their average, connected to the historical HadCRUT4 observations, is shown in 

Figure 5 and will be used for comparison with the first one. It is noted that tree-rings tend to reduce 

temperature excursions during the warm medieval period (850-1200) and the little ice age (1400-1850). 

4.2. Ocean heat content 

The second measure regarding the global climate effects is the Oceans Heat Content (OHC).  An 

interesting feature of our model is that it appears as a state variable in the model (éq. 4, 5). The earliest 

estimates begin in the 1950s. Accuracy gradually improved until the 1990s, mainly with the 

development of the Argo system in the 2000s. Figure 6 shows the data collected by Cheng (2019). The 

total ocean heat content QO is expressed in ZJ (10
21

 Joules). For consistency with climatic units, it is 

converted
10

 into Watt x year / square meter  (Figure 6) 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Ocean Heat Content -OHC 

                                                                                                                                                                        

 
8
 Pangaea designation: CL12loc, Da06treecps, Fr07treecps, He07tls, Ju07cvm, LM08ave, LO12glac, 

Lj10cps, Ma08cpsl, Ma08eivf,  Ma08eivl,  Ma08min7eivf,  Ma09regm,  Mo05wave,  Sh13pcar. 
9
  https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2010/feb/09/yamal-climate-tree-ring-data-withheld 

10
 Without reproducing the mistake of G. Smith, who had reduced the entire earth surface to that of the oceans 

http://www.realclimate.org/index.php/archives/2012/05/ohc-modelobs-comparison-errata/   
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5. A priori simulations 

5.1. A priori forcings and models 

For these first simulations, we adopt the APFs as inputs (i.e. axxx = 1). A good agreement with those 

of PMIP3 is obtained by arbitrarily setting 0.8  , lim 100cT years  and 0.2  . 

Forcing data are uncertain or missing during the first centuries of our era. In addition, the system has 

no reason to be in equilibrium in Year 1 when starting simulations. Like does PMIP3, we assume that 

the initial transients are extinguished before the beginning of the observation period (year 850). 

5.2.  Paleoclimate simulation 

Figure 7 is based on FigBoxTS5-1-b in the AR5 Technical Summary, in which the visualization of 

reconstructions are limited to the grey levels representative of some confidence index. For more clarity, 

we add (grey line) the associated centre of gravity, close to the average of the reconstructions shown in 

Figure 5 (all proxies). Furthermore, we follow PMIP3 which adopts the Little Ice Age (1450-1850) as 

the baseline for simulations and reconstructions. 

 

 
Figure 7. Comparison PMIP3 – EBM 

 

Comments  

– Similarity is surprising, between the average of a set of AOGCM simulations (red) carried out by 

multiple centers, and that of a single, roughly calibrated model (blue). This similarity is primarily due 

to identity of the radiative forcing at the input of the models.  

– Unavoidably, the maximum proximity between the three lines arises during the common baseline 

(the Little Ice Age: 1450-1850). 

– At the end of the 20th century, the simulated temperatures are significantly higher than the 

observed temperatures. The choice of the baseline tends to make this defect less visible. It could be due 

to an overestimation of the anthropogenic radiative forcing, but the temperatures shown in Figure 7 are 

not measured temperatures, but proxies-based reconstructions, some of which presenting problems of 

divergence with modern observations (D'Arrigo, et al. 2008). 

https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar5/wg1/technical-summary/
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– A disappointing reproduction of the medieval warm period is observed, suggesting an 

underestimation of the low-frequency component of solar radiative forcing. This defect is less flagrant 

in the AR5 Figures, where the solid grey curve is omitted.     

– The model reactions to volcanic forcing are questioning. In 1257 (eruption of the Samalas), 

temperature reconstructions (grey) show no significant repercussion on the real climate, while 

simulations exhibit a considerable impact, indicating a strong overestimation of the volcanic APF. This 

overestimation is less obvious at the eruptions of Kuwae (1453) and Tambora (1809) which are 

accompanied by temperature drops. These can also be explained by the minimum solar activity of 

Spörer and Dalton, contemporaneous of these eruptions.  

Clearly, all these combined over- and under-estimates in the APFs go in the same direction: they 

minimize both the contribution of the modern solar maximum to present warming, and the failure of 

GCMs to reproduce the climate over millennial period.  

5.3. Oceans Heat Content simulations 

The OHC simulations consist in integrating the radiative balance through the TOA (eq. 1). S is 

determined by the TS observations and the a priori forcing F over the observation period. TPI is the a 

priori pre-industrial temperature (850-1850 average of TS). 

 

 
0

1( ) ( ) ( ( ))
t

O O S PI
t

Q t Q t F T T dt    ,  1 2[ , ]t t t      (11) 

 

Let us first consider (Figure 8, in blue), the result obtained with 0.8  , previously used for the TS 

simulations. It is growing faster than the average of the observations (in grey). The difference can be 

interpreted as a "missing heat" (Tollefson, J., 2014), in relation to the sum of the TOA radiation 

balance, if a priori assumed to be accurate. This missing heat could be hidden in the abyss, or on the 

surface of continents, or as latent heat exchanged with the cryosphere (Katsman, C. V., & van 

Oldenborgh, G. J. 2011). This could explain at most a few percent of the deficit. Other explanations can 

be sought, for example an underestimation of the reaction coefficient λ. So, the red plot shows the 

better simulation performed with 1.5  . 

 
Figure 8. Ocean Heat Content: observation and simulations 

 

Simulations show a visible impact of eruptions from the volcanoes Agung (1964), el Chinchon 

(1981) and Pinatubo (1991). It is less noticeable on the average of the observations. Modern 
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observations of OHC therefore confirm the overestimation of volcanic APFs, already observed during 

the paleoclimatic period.  

In the following sections, the axxx scale factors as well the λ coefficient will be estimated using 

dynamic systems identification techniques, where the results will be dictated exclusively by the TS and 

QO climate observations, without any a priori quantification of axxx, either physical or coming from a 

consensus that precisely requires validation.  

6. Climate system identification  

6.1. Identification  

Identification covers the theory of estimation applied to causal dynamic systems. It has emerged as 

an autonomous discipline since the First IFAC Symposium on System Identification (Praha, 1967). It is 

most often applied for automatic control purpose to manufactured systems on which it is possible to 

experiment by acting on the input variables, more rarely to natural systems where the input signals 

cannot be manipulated.  

The main contributors to the theory and practice of identification are K. J. Åström (1971) and 

L. Ljung (1999). Also cited: Soderstrom and Stoïca, (1988); Young, (1981); Walter and Pronzato 

(1997); Landau (2001); de Larminat (2009). The variety of methods enables to achieve statistical 

optimality (ARMAX, B&J, PEM methods, etc.) or to simplify implementation (OLS).  

6.2. Output Error Method 

The most intelligible and robust method is the least squares of output error (OE), which is directly 

related to the archetype of estimation methods: the least squares of Carl Friedrich Gauss (1777 - 1855). 

In our case, it consists in simulating the model fed by the a priori forcings and in minimizing with 

respect to the parameters the mean squares of the differences between the simulated outputs and the 

observed or reconstructed TS and QO outputs. Given the simplicity of the model and the small number 

of parameters (including the axxx scale factors), numerical simulations and minimizations are easily 

achieved. 

Concerning TS, the axxx scale factors appear only through quantities /xxx xxxS a  , where Sxxx are the 

equilibrium climatic sensitivities with respect to the four APF fxxx. Sensitivities Sxxx are therefore 

directly identified, which would all be equal to 1/RFS   in the ideal case of scale factors equal to 1. 

Dynamic parameters Tclim and , as well as the pre-industrial equilibrium temperature TPI are also 

identified. 

Quantities Tclim and  formally depend on λ (eq. 7), but the dependence is too weak for deducing  λ 

or SRF. This will be done through the QO measurement. 

6.3. Variance of estimations 

It is known that the OE method is statistically optimal (asymptotically unbiased and minimal 

variance) when noise and disturbances are reduced to a white noise additive on the output. This is not 

the case here, particularly because of the contribution of internal climate variability.  

This optimality deficit (the greater the minimization interval, the lower this deficit), is nevertheless 

compatible with a calculation of the variance of the estimator (Appendix), involving the autocorrelation 

function of the output error.  
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In addition to their inherent interest (confidence intervals), the estimated variances allow Monte-

Carlo simulations, based on random realizations of the estimated parameters. The ranges of natural and 

anthropogenic contributions can then be visualized and compared with those of the IPCC. 

6.4. Estimating the feedback climate coefficient 

The short observation period of the ocean heat content QO does not allow to expect a significant 

improvement to the parameters already estimated through TS. However, it provides the additional 

information required to estimate the climate reaction coefficient λ.  Equations (1) and (3) are rewritten 

under the form: 

 

  / ( )O S PIdQ dt F T T            (12) 

 

We denote as OQ the increase in QO over a finite time interval Δt, for example 1990-2010. We note

F  ST  and xxxf  the mean values of F, TS and fxxx over the time interval Δt. Hence the equation: 

 

 / ( )O S PIQ t F T T      
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Hence the expression of λ: 
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      (13) 

  

The means xxxf  are those of the APFs.  and O SQ T  are given by the observations. As a function of 

the estimated variables  and xxx PIS T , which are involved in the denominator, the variable λ potentially 

has a heavy tail distribution, for which the concepts of mean value or variance are not relevant. 

On the other hand, the notions of median and quantiles are meaningful and can be determined by the 

Monte-Carlo method. In practice, the random realizations of  and xxx PIS T  are obtained from the 

calculated estimates and variances under the Gaussian assumption. When expression (13) leads to a 

negative λ value, and therefore to an unstable model, it is excluded. At the same time, 

1/ , /RF xxx xxxS a S    are determined. 

Estimates are then defined as the medians of the various variables, with probable (66%) or very 

likely (90%) confidence intervals. 

The a priori contribution of CO2 to anthropogenic forcing is 2 2 23.7log ( / )CO PIf C C  . To obtain 

2 2COS  , the sensitivity to equilibrium at the doubling of CO2, we apply the estimated scale factor aanth:  

2 2 3.7 /CO anthS a   . Note that this relation holds only for each Monte-Carlo trial, not for the medians.  
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7.  Identification over the historical period 

7.1. Parametric estimation  

The length of the historical period (1850-2010) is of the same order as the climatic time constant 

Tclim. It is therefore illusory to try to estimate it. The values lim 100cT yrs  and 0.2  , compatible 

with the subsequent results of the millennium identification (section 8) are taken again here. 

Minimization of the output error on TS allows identifying the APFs climate sensitivities Sxxx, as well as 

the variance of the estimates. Then, the observation of the OHC allows determining the factors λ and 

axxx, as well as the Equilibrium Climate Sensitivity. 

 

 Median Likely (66.6 %)  

λ :  1.03 [0.90   1.49] Wm
–2

/°C 

ECS : 3.26 [2.03   4.58] °C 

aanth : 0.99 [0.76   1.17] – 

avolc : 0.34 [0.20   0.53] – 

aLsol : 1.28 [-2.14  5.99] – 

aHsol : 0.42 [-0.58  1.38] – 

 

Table 1. Historical identification 

 

The likely confidence intervals of the axxx scale factors all include unity, with the exception of the 

volcanic scale factor, which confirms the overestimation of the corresponding APF.   

7.2. Simulations 

Figure 9-a shows the CMIP5 simulations. It reproduces Figure 10-21 of AR5. The uncertainty 

ranges reflect the dispersion of simulations performed by all PMIP3 participating centers, not the 

uncertainties on the given APFs.  

Below (9 b), we have the simulations resulting from the parameters identified by minimizing the 

output error over the historical period. In thin lines, the Monte-Carlo simulations carried out on the 

basis of objective probabilities of the estimated scale factors. Therefore, they have no reason to 

reproduce the ranges of CMIP5, where the dispersion reflects the individual decisions arbitrarily taken 

by each participant (see above footnotes 2 and 3). 

It must be noted that the identified volcanic impact is significantly lower than that reported by the 

CMIP5.  
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Figure 9. Historical period identification 

 

For the moment, figure 9-c  goes in line with the SPM's assertion that most of the warming observed 

during the second half of the 20th century is human-induced.   

7.3. Millennial hindcast 

The simulations carried out for identification over the historical period are started at Year 1, in a 

zero initial state, and are feed by the millenary inputs fxxx. It is assumed that the transient errors are 

extinguished in 850, a fortiori in 1850, the starting date of the optimization period. Figure 9 is limited 

to the historical period, although Figure 10-a shows the entire simulation over the millennium period 

850-2010. It is identical to 9-b over the historical period. The plots were only filtered for comparison 

with Figure 6.  

The model identified over the historical period shows no tendency to reproduce either the warm 

medieval period or the small ice age. Figure 6 could be seen as more satisfactory. This was due to the 

artifices of overestimating volcanic activity and centering on the Little Ice Age. Conversely, the 

simulation based on the identified model does not show any anomaly related to millennial volcanic 

eruptions, even when they lie outside the identification period.   
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Figure 10. Hindcast: Simulations from identification over the historical period  

 

Figure 10-b shows the output error. The disproportion between the amplitudes of the minimized 

deviations and the hindcast deviations is explained by: 1) errors in the measurement and 

reconstructions of TS, which were more important in the paleoclimatic era, 2) internal variability, 3) an 

extremely simplified model structure. The historical period is obviously affected from the last point, 

which may be predominant.  

Note. It appears some periodicity over the historical period. In view of the whole millennium 

deviation, it is difficult to decide whether this cyclicality on two periods only is fortuitous or not. 

7.4. Comments 

Whatever the explanations used, any error minimized over too short a period underestimates the 

statistical characteristics of noise and disturbances. The uncertainties on the identified parameters, 

calculated on the basis of the output error, limited to modern times, are therefore probably 

underestimated. 

It is therefore not possible to draw any serious conclusions from the identification over the historical 

period, either on the value of the identified parameters or on their confidence intervals. This criticism 

also concerns detection and attribution (Hegerl, 2010) applied to the human origin of global warming, 

when it is limited to the same historical period, or even to the shorter period of satellite observations 

(de Larminat, 2016).   

8. Millennium identifications  

The millennium identification (850-2010) remains based on the same APF, but we consider the two 

types of paleoclimatic reconstructions of TS temperature successively: all proxies and without tree-
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rings. The long duration of the observations now makes it possible to estimate the dynamic parameters 

Tclim and .   

8.1. Dynamical parametres 

The following results are obtained (medians and likely ranges): 

 

– All proxies identification:   clim 85 [69, 176]T yrs , 0.10 [0.01, 0.19]  . 

– Without tree-rings identification: clim 120 [4, 255]T yrs , 0.12 [0.03, 0.27]  . 

 

Figure 11 shows the Monte-Carlo step responses of clim clim( ) (1 ) / (1 )G s s T sT    

 
Figure 11. Identified G(s) (all proxies) 

 

The identified responses do not match well with these of CMIP5 (Figure 2), which are the result of a 

priori modeled AOGCMs. Oceanic circulation, especially thermohaline plays a major role in modeling 

atmosphere to ocean exchange (see El Niño) and long-term transients. The deep ocean circulation has 

been observed over a short period by the Argo system and is still poorly known. Hindsight will be 

lacking for a long time, before knowledge models are validated. It is therefore not surprising that the 

transients of the identified models differ significantly from the a priori models.   

8.2. Millenary identification and simulations  

The simulation results (Figs. 12 and 13) should be compared with Figures 8 and 9. From Figure 12, 

it is seen that taking into account millenary observations leads to attribute a significant part of 

contemporary warming to natural forcings, and in particular to low-frequency solar activity. There is a 

better simulation of the medieval warm period and the little ice age (12-c), but there is still a significant 

output error, indicating high internal variability, even though it does not appear most pronounced in the 

historical period. 
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Figure 12. Simulations, all proxies temperatures. 

 

Figure 13 (without tree-rings) strongly accentuates the above effects. The reproduction of the 

millenary temperature is improved, while the modern warming appears to be mainly due to natural 

forcings. Even the sign of anthropogenic contribution turns out to be questionable.   

 

Figure 13. Simulations, without tree-rings proxies 

8.3. Estimated parameters  

Table 2 compares the historical identification with the last paleoclimatic identifications. 
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 Historic   All proxies     Without tree-rings  

 Median 66.6 %  Median 66.6 %    Median 66.6 % 

λ 1.03 [0.90   1.49]  1.19 [0.67     3.68 ]  1.47 [0.74     4.22] 

aanth 0.99 [0.76   1.17]  0.68 [0.55     1.08]  0.10 [-0.75    0.36] 

avolc 0.34 [0.20   0.53]  0.53 [0.27     1.27]  0.26    [0.08     0.84] 

aLsol 1.28 [-2.14  5.99]  6.07 [3.16     16.5]  14.9    [7.38  42.22] 

aHsol 0.42 [-0.58  1.38]  0.58 [–1.6     2.54]  –0.68    [–3.05  0.27] 

 

Table 2. Climate feedback and scaling factors 

 

There are several disagreements with the IPCC's assertions. 

– A reduced anthropogenic contribution, possibly negative in the case of identification without tree-

rings.  

– A lower volcanic impact, even when identifying over the historical period.  

– The scale factors identified from millennial observations indicate a radiative forcing by solar 

activity 6 to 15 times higher than the IPCC a priori forcing. 

This last point is probably the most dramatic contribution of this study. 

8.4. Equilibrium Climate Sensitivity and Transient Climate Response 

Climate sensitivities to CO2 doubling are the most evocative metrics of human action on climate 

change. In fact, equilibrium sensitivity (ECS) is not really significant, given that the response times 

involved are multi-secular. Estimates are therefore necessarily very uncertain.  

For the Transient Climate Response (TCR) the doubling of atmospheric CO2 would occur with an 

increase of 1% per year, i.e. in 70 years (1.01
70

 ~2). Then TCR is the temperature reached at the end of 

these 70 years, without waiting for the final equilibrium. TCR is therefore necessarily lower than ECS. 

It is better suited for human scale assessment and its estimation is potentially more reliable. TCR is 

obtained from the identified parameters, simulating the response to the above scenario. Medians and 

ranges are deduced through Monte-Carlo trials.  

Figure 13 compares the identified climate sensitivities (lines 1, 2, 3) with the ranges indicated in 

IPCC reports AR4 and AR5 (when available). From one report to another, the ranges correspond to 

different confidence intervals; a median or most likely value is not always indicated. 
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Figure 13. Climate sensitivity to doubling CO2 

 

There is no obvious contradiction between the ESC identified over the historical period and the 

IPCC assessments (lines 3, 4, 5). They are all in the order of 3 °C. On the other hand, the millenary 

identification from all proxies temperatures shows clearly lower low limits. In particular, the very 

unlikely lower limit of AR5 decreases from 1 °C to 0.5 °C. With the identification without tree-rings, 

disagreement is total: the likely range is disjoined from that of the IPCC and even the sign of the 

climate sensitivity becomes uncertain.  

For the transient TCR climatic response, the same incompatibilities are found, reinforced by the 

differences in the dynamics of the transfer function G(s) (Figures 2 and 10). Even if limited to the 

identification from all proxies, a TCR of about 1°C in 70 years, in the pessimistic hypothesis of a 

doubling of CO2, is likely to substantially reduce the concerns related to the AGW.   

9. Discussion 

9.1. Caveat 

The accuracy of identified models is limited by the conditions of the climatic experience: short 

observation period, high levels of noises and disturbances.  

Confidence ranges are based on assumptions and approximations whose degree of validity is 

difficult to assess. First, that the deviations between models and observations are dominated by internal 

variability, assumed to be time invariant while the accuracy of measurement errors varies with age. 

Second, due to the spectrum of this internal variability, it is difficult to ensure that its correlation 

function is correctly assessed over a millennium, and that the central limit theorem actually applies. 

The linearity assumption and the simplified structure of the model may also be questioned. However, 

our entire approach leads to simple algorithms with are infinitely easier to handle and reproduce than 

AOGCM simulations.  

9.2. Ergodicity 

The most critical hypothesis is that of ergodicity: data of various origins are mutually biased, and by 

nature a bias does not respect ergodicity which conditions the convergence of averages over time 

towards overall averages. Then, the best way is to present the results coming from different data sets 

and leave it to each to decide based to decide whether climatic data or reconstructions are reliable, 

questionable… or worse. It is only at this step that subjectivity finally appears: For example, the AGW 

would be completely confirmed if we decide to place total confidence in the M. Mann's hockey stick 

graph. Here, our analysis is limited in two different reconstructions of global temperature: from all 

proxies or without tree rings. Other analyses would also be necessary: since CMIP5 and PMIP3, new 

data have emerged and older data have been corrected, with the effect of erasing the "climate pause" 

observed at the beginning of the 21st century (Karl et al., 2015). In de Larminat (2014, 2016), we also 

studied the sensitivity to reconstructions of solar activity: indeed, the Sunspot Number count, initiated 

by Wolf in 1849 and uninterrupted since then, is now suspended in favor of a new count through Group 

Numbers (Clette et al., 2015, Svalgaard et al., 2016), which opportunely reduces the amplitude of the 

"great solar maximum" of the 20th century.  

9.3. Solar impact 

Whatever the data set selected, the identification allows an objective arbitration between the causes 

of global warming. In all cases, simulations show a strong solar contribution in the long term (MWP or 
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LIA) and in the medium term (at the minima of Spörer and Dalton). The consistency of solar 

observations with global temperatures over the last millennial strongly suggests a much higher Low-

Frequency to High-Frequency ratio than that of the TSI based APFs. There are two explanations. The 

first is that of the low-frequency forcing is actually higher than that of APFs (see Shapiro, 2011). The 

second is the existence of other impact mechanisms of solar activity (Soon & al. 2015), for example 

through the heliocentric magnetic field (Svensmark, 1997, 2017), or the geocentric magnetic field 

(Courtillot & al. 2007, Le Mouël & al., 2019, Zherebtsov, G.A., 2019), or the solar wind (Landscheidt, 

T., 2000). The IPCC does not incorporate such mechanisms into AOGCMs due to the lack of a priori 

quantified knowledge. But even though effects are not yet fully understood or evaluated, it does not 

mean they do not exist. Identification modeling makes their detection possible through the estimate of 

the aLsol scale factor. This depends on the selected climate data, but it is always much higher than unity, 

questioning the low order of magnitude of the solar APFs by IPCC, as well their negligible contribution 

to the global temperature. On the contrary, our simulated solar impacts may be predominant, in 

contradiction with the SPM's statement that "it is extremely likely (95%) that most of the warming 

observed in the second half of the 20th century was due to human activity". This announced probability 

is subjective: it is not based on global climate observations, but on a consensus coming from physical a 

priori knowledge, mostly arbitrary settled. 

9.4. Internal variability 

Millennial simulations, from both identified models and IPCC’s reveal a high level of internal 

variability, which contributes to explain the modern warming, to the detriment of human action. In fact, 

at a millennium scale, the internal variability induced by ocean chaos could dominate over external 

forcings at levels much higher than those observed at the decadal time scale. Where only a few decades 

of atmospheric observations were sufficient to validate meteorological models, centuries of ocean 

observations could be needed to reach a real understanding of ocean chaos and its aleas. It is unlikely 

that this can be achieved in the short term through theoretical models and Navier-Stockes equation 

simulations. In the meantime, one may wonder about the capacity of climate science, in the current 

state of art, to make credible secular projections.  

10. Conclusion 

Millenary climate observations and reconstructions confirm the preponderance of solar activity on 

large climatic variations, in association with the internal variability of the climate. Conversely, 

volcanism does not seem to have contributed significantly to the major millenary climatic events: 

medieval warm period, little ice age and contemporary warm period. For this last one, nothing confirms 

that human activity is a predominant cause. These conclusions are based on identification of climate 

parameters and objective confidence domains. 
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Appendix. Estimating the parametric uncertainty variance 

Being a process, let’s explicit the dependence of the observed output y with respect to a vector θ0  of 

parameters by writing: 

0( )y f v 
 

where: 

–
1[ ]T

t Ny y y y is the vector of observed outputs, from time t = 1  to N 

–
0 1 0 0 0( ) [ ( ) ( ) ( )]T

t Nf f f f    is the vector of the outputs, which would result from the 

simulation of the exact model. 

– 1[ ]T

t N    is the deviation, coming from the noises and disturbances on the output, 

including those from input errors. This sequence is assumed to be identically distributed, ergodic and 

centered, but not necessarily independent: ( ) 0i j iE     .  

By definition, he OE estimate ̂  of 0  is that which minimizes the criterion: 

 
2

( ) ( )J y f    

which can be approximated as:  

 

2 2

0( ) ( ) ( ) ~ ( )OJ f f F          
 

where F  is the Jacobian matrix of partial derivatives of f at any   in the vicinity of 0 . The last term 

above is minimum for: 

 0
ˆ( ) F   

 
where 

0
F

 is the pseudo-inverse of F  : 1( )T TF F F F   

  . 

Hence the approximate expression of the covariance matrix of ̂ :  

 0 0
~V F V F   

 

 
In order to perform this expression, the Jacobian matrix F  is computed through finite differences, 

carrying out n simulations from the OE estimate ̂ , successively varying each component: ˆ ˆ
i i i   

. Under the ergodicity hypothesis, the covariance matrix V  can be calculated using the autocorrelation 

function of the residuals ˆˆ ( )y f   :  

 1

1
ˆ ˆ( , ) ~

N

t t i j

t

V i j
N

    




 

Once the covariance matrix  V  is determined, one can perform all classical analyses: confidence 

intervals, parametric tests, etc.  

 

 

 


